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ABSTRACT 

Alginate particles, crosslinked by calcium ions, have a number of potential biopharmaceutical 

industry applications due to the biocompatibility of the materials used and formed. One such 

use is as microcarriers for cell attachment, growth and then detachment without the use of 

proteolytic enzymes. A straightforward and reproducible method for producing uniform 

calcium alginate particles with controllable median diameters which employs membrane 

emulsification and internal gelation (solid particles contained in the dispersed phase) is 

demonstrated, as well as functionalization of the resulting beads with amine terminated poly 

N-isopropylacrylamide (pNIPAM) to form temperature responsive particles, by taking 

advantage of the electrostatic interaction between the carboxyl groups of the alginate and 

amino groups of the modified pNIPAM. Cell attachment, growth and detachment capabilities 

of these core-shell structures were assessed and successfully demonstrated by using phase 

contrast microscopy and fluorescent staining with calcein-AM and ethidium homodimer-1.  
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The formulation used for the alginate particles avoided non-GRAS chemicals by only using 

food grade and pharmaceutical grade reagents. The median particle size was controllable 

within the range between 55 µm to 690 µm and the size distributions produced were very 

narrow: ‘span’ values as low as 0.2. When using a membrane pore size of 20 µm no 

membrane blockage by the suspended calcium carbonate necessary for internal gelation of 

the alginate particles was observed. Membrane pore openings with diameters of 5 and 10 µm 

were also tested, but blocked with the 2.3 µm median diameter calcium carbonate solids.  
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, there has been an increasing interest in the use of alginate microspheres and 

microcapsules as encapsulating systems for drugs [1-2] and mammalian cells [3-5] because of 

the alginate biocompatibility, biodegradability, good mass transfer diffusivity and mechanical 

properties [6].  Alginate is a polysaccharide obtained from brown algae and it is composed of 

1,4-linked-β-D-mannuronic acid (M) and α-L-guluronic acid (G). An important property of 

alginate is its gelling capabilities in the presence of divalent ions, such as Ca2+ and stable 

networks are formed due to the electrostatic interactions between the carboxylic groups in the 

alginate and Ca2+. A commonly used method for producing calcium alginate particles 

consists of dripping aqueous sodium alginate solution from a syringe into a gelling bath 

containing calcium chloride, thus forming calcium alginate gel beads by an external gelation 

method [7-8].  The main limitation of this method is the production of gel beads with 

diameters in the range of millimetres [7-8] which is too large for many applications in the 
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biomedical field. As a different approach, the internal gelation method allows generation of 

smaller sized alginate particles and this can be applied using emulsification techniques [9-10]. 

In this method, insoluble calcium carbonate is used as a source of calcium ions when mixed 

with sodium alginate solution and added to an oil continuous phase thus forming a W/O 

emulsion. The internal gelation is initiated by increasing the acidity of the emulsion thus 

calcium ions are released from the insoluble salt, triggering the gelation to form calcium 

polysaccharide [11]. Emulsification coupled with internal gelation has been frequently 

reported for the production of alginate gel beads. A common method employs the simple 

technique of emulsification by stirring [12-13]. However, a critical weakness of this method 

is that the produced alginate beads vary widely in size and shape and usually have a wide 

particle size distribution. A different approach, employing single-channel microfluidic 

devices coupled with internal or external gelation methods [14-15] can produce highly 

monosized alginate microspheres with coefficients of variation of less than 10%. However, 

the use of such microfluidic devices is limited by the low flow rates applied generating only 

very small quantities of particles and with limited scale up possibilities. Another approach, 

membrane emulsification [16] overcomes some of these limitations by offering the possibility 

of generating higher quantities of particles, while still maintaining a high control over process 

parameters, and generating monodispersed emulsions. Several devices coupled with 

membrane emulsification have been employed for the production of monodispersed 

microspheres using gas pressure, usually nitrogen, to disperse an aqueous phase into the oil 

phase [17-19]. However, a major drawback to membrane emulsification is the use of a 

microfiltration type of membrane for the emulsification when using the internal gelation 

technique; the finely divided calcium carbonate particles will foul, or block, the membrane 

when using the sinter type of ceramic or glass membrane [20]. A relatively new approach, 

compared to the previously reported devices for membrane emulsification, a sieve-type 
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membrane can be used which has no internal surface or structure on which the particles can 

deposit. Such a process has been reported previously [18], but in order to achieve the 

dispersion of solid particulate containing aqueous phase through the sieve-type membrane 

nanoparticles of calcium carbonate (median size 40 nm) had to be employed, and the 

membranes used were specialist products from a Chinese nuclear institute with pore sizes 

between 2.9 and 5.2 µm, providing limited opportunity for scaling to higher productivity. 

These provided alginate bead sizes between 50 to 150 µm. More recently, a new type of 

sieve-type membrane has become readily available, with pore size and spacing that may 

provide conditions appropriate to allow the passage of commercial grades of calcium 

carbonate in the micrometre size range. It may also be possible to extend the alginate bead 

size produced to larger sizes, as would be required if using the alginate as a scaffold for 

microcarriers for mammalian cell culture for example, where sizes of between 100 to 300 µm 

would be more appropriate. Another application is the encapsulation of cells and the 

aggregates formed by cells (islet encapsulation), where diameters of alginate particles 

between 50 and 500 µm are appropriate. Furthermore, no literature currently exists on the use 

of GRAS components for this application when using membrane emulsification.  

The new type of readily available sieve-type membrane is used in a stirred cell device that 

enables easy control of the drop size [21-24], and hence the resulting size of the formed 

particles, and it can be used to generate uniform particles. After production of the 

appropriately sized alginate particles it is possible to functionalise the particle surface, in the 

case reported here this is by chemisorption of a temperature responsive polymer (amine-

terminated pNIPAM) using the electrostatic interactions between the negatively charged 

carboxylic acid groups in the alginate network and the positively charged amine groups from 

the modified pNIPAM. The resulting particles will have a temperature responsive surface, 

which has been shown to have applications in the biomedical field [25-26]. The example 
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shown here is the attachment of cells to the produced microcarriers, cell growth, followed by 

cell detachment caused by the thermoresponsive behaviour of the pNIPAM-coated alginate 

particles. The cell line used for this part of the work was 3T3 cell line (ATCC, USA), which 

has become the standard fibroblast cell line used as "feeder cells" in human embryonic stem 

cell research. 

 

 

Dispersed drop size modelling during emulsification 

The equations used in this work were derived in a previous study [27]. Briefly, the model 

consists of calculating the droplet size from a balance of the capillary force and the drag force 

acting on a strongly deformed droplet at a single membrane pore:  
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where rp is the pore radius, τ is the shear stress, γ is the interfacial tension and x is the drop 

diameter.  
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For the Dispersion Cell illustrated in Figure 1, equation (2) can be used to calculate the 

location of the transitional radius along the paddle-blade radius. The transitional radius is the 

point at which the rotation changes from a forced vortex to a free vortex where b is the blade 

height, T is the tank width, D is the stirrer width, and nb is the number of blades. The 

Reynolds Number is defined by Re=ρωD2/2πη, where ρ is the continuous phase density, ω is 

the angular velocity and η is the continuous phase coefficient of dynamic viscosity. For the 
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experimental equipment used in this study, H =16 cm, D = 3.1 cm, nb = 2, b =1.1 cm and T = 

3.5 cm. The boundary layer thickness, δ, is defined by the Landau- Lifshitz equation (3) [28].  
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, � 0.825./� �0	        for r < rtrans           (4) 

, � 0.825./��������2�345� !#.$ �0     for r > rtrans          (5) 

 

The shear stress in the boundary layer above the membrane surface varies according to 

equations (4) and (5), for radial positions less than the transitional radius and greater than the 

transitional radius, respectively. In this work, the maximum shear stress is calculated using 

equations (4), or (5), with r = rtrans for a given rotation speed and continuous phase viscosity. 

The maximum shear stress is then used in equation (1) to provide the predicted drop size, 

which is then compared to the experimental values obtained in the following work. 

 

 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

Sodium alginate (food grade) was acquired from Kalys Gastronomie (France). Its viscosity 

average molecular weight, MV, was determined in 0.1M NaCl at 25ºC by using an Ostwald 

capillary viscometer and applying equation (6):             

              6.7 � 6.9	�	10:�;<�.��                                                                                           (6) 
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given by Martinsen et al. [29] for Laminaria hyperborea origin sodium alginates, and found to 

be equal to 1.59x105 g/mol. 

Pharmaceutical grade Miglyol 840 was obtained from Sasol, Germany. According to the 

manufacturer’s description, Miglyol 840 is a propylene glycol diester of saturated plant fatty 

acids with a viscosity of 10 mPa s. Sorbitan monooleate (Span 80) was supplied by Sigma 

Aldrich, UK, glacial acetic acid from Fisher Scientific, UK, and amine-terminated poly-N-

isopropylacrylamide (pNIPAM) from Sigma Aldrich, UK with an average number molecular 

weight Mn of 5500 (used as received). Reverse Osmosis (RO) water was obtained from a 

Millipore RO system and the acetone used for cleaning purposes was acquired from Sigma 

Aldrich, UK. 

 

Preparation of W/O emulsions 

Typically, sodium alginate concentrations ranging from 1% wt to 4% wt are employed for the 

preparation of alginate hydrogels [5, 11, 17]. The dispersed phase was prepared by dissolving 

sodium alginate using magnetic stirring and heating to 60ºC in RO water to achieve a 

concentration of 1.5% wt. Higher concentrations of sodium alginate (2% wt and 3% wt) were 

also attempted, but resulted in highly viscous solutions interfering with the membrane 

emulsification process. Based on these observations, the tests reported here were performed 

with 1.5% wt sodium alginate solutions.  The resultant alginate solution was left to cool down 

to room temperature after which calcium carbonate, volume median size 2.3 µm and full size 

distribution shown in Table 1, was added to obtain a solids concentration of 0.5% wt. Before 

use, the dispersed phase was left to deaerate for at least one hour at room temperature in order 

to remove any air bubbles that might interfere with the droplet formation. The continuous 

phase was 1% wt Span 80 in Miglyol 840.  
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The emulsification process was performed using a Micropore Technologies Ltd (Derbys, UK) 

Dispersion Cell (Figure 1) equipped with a hydrophobic disc metal membrane. The device 

presented in Figure 1 is made of a poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) base that houses an inlet 

for the dispersed phase and the metallic disc membrane. On top of the membrane, a glass 

cylinder is attached by a screwed section and it contains the continuous phase. The 

Dispersion Cell uses a 24V DC motor to drive a paddle-blade stirrer that provides the shear 

stress at the membrane’s surface necessary for drop detachment.  The dispersed phase is 

injected at the base of the device through the uniform pores of the disc shaped membrane into 

the continuous phase thus forming an emulsion. The membranes used in this system were 

also purchased from Micropore Technologies Ltd (Derbys, UK) and were pretreated before 

use in order to maintain hydrophobicity by soaking in the Miglyol 840.  

From an industrial point of view, the Dispersion Cell device is not suitable for use due to its 

limited membrane area, but it is an excellent tool for studying the effect of process 

parameters on particle size and size distribution. However, a system based on an oscillating 

membrane, or pulsed flow, functioning on the same emulsification principles has been 

reported [21] for higher manufacturing scales. The work presented in this manuscript only 

focuses on the Dispersion Cell laboratory device presented in Figure 1. Several studies have 

been performed previously on the Dispersion Cell focusing on its capabilities to produce 

monodispersed emulsions [22-24]. In this study, this work is extended to the production of 

highly monodispersed alginate microgel particles using the internal gelation technique 

(employing dispersed calcium carbonate) forming alginate particles in a size range suitable 

for biopharmaceutical use. The device uses a 24 V DC motor to drive a paddle-blade stirrer 

placed above the membrane which provides the shear at the membrane surface. Stirrer speed 

settings used here ranged from 2 V to 10 V and were expressed as maximum shear stress at 

the transitional radius calculated using equations (4), or (5), with r = rtrans for a given rotation 
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speed and continuous phase viscosity [24]. The main membranes used in this work were disc 

shaped metal arrays of 20 µm pores with 80 µm, and alternatively 200 µm pore spacing with 

an effective surface area of 8.54 cm2. Additional tests were performed with membranes with 

pore sizes of 5 and 10 µm, with a pore spacing of 200 µm.  

The dispersed phase was injected through the membrane at a constant controlled rate using a 

syringe pump (KDS Scientific model 101) with injection rates ranging between 0.58 mL/min 

and 2.2 mL/min.  The continuous phase volume used was 100 cm3 and for each experiment 

10 cm3 of dispersed phase was injected.  

The interfacial tension between the Miglyol 840 oil phase, containing surfactant, and the 

injected alginate aqueous phase was measured using the Du Nouy ring method with an 

electronic tensiometer (White Electronic Instruments; DB 2KS). The average value of three 

measurements of the interfacial tension of system was 32 mN/m. 

 

Preparation and characterisation of calcium alginate particles 

Once the W/O emulsion was formed, the resultant emulsion was transferred to a clean, dry 

beaker and under continuous stirring at 300 rpm, glacial acetic acid was added to dissolve the 

calcium carbonate and release Ca2+  to initiate the internal gelation of the alginate droplets, 

thus forming alginate microgel particles. The gelation was maintained for 30 minutes, after 

which the particles were washed successively with acetone and then deionized water to 

remove oil traces.  Alginate particle size and size distribution were measured by employing 

laser light scattering (Malvern Instruments Mastersizer 2000). The uniformity of the size 

distribution is expressed as the span which is defined as:  

 

=>�� � 	��#.?!:��#.�!��#.@!            (7) 
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where D(0.9), D(0.5) and D(0.1) are the particle sizes at which 90%, 50% and 10% of the 

volume distribution lies on the cumulative curve. Span values of less than 1 are usually 

reported to be monosized distributions [20]. Photographs of the obtained particles were taken 

with an optical microscope (Leitz Ergolux). For further analysis some of the beads were dried 

from acetone at room temperature over a period of several days and their surface investigated 

by Scanning Electron Microscopy operated at 10 kV (Cambridge Instruments StereoScan 

360). Samples were dried and Gold /Palladium sputtered before SEM analysis. 

 

pNIPAM coating of calcium alginate particles and characterisation of the produced 

temperature responsive particles 

Amine terminated pNIPAM was dissolved in RO water at room temperature to form 

solutions of different concentrations: 1, 10, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600 and 800 ppm. The 

solubility of pNIPAM in cold water at room temperature can be attributed to the ability of the 

macromolecule to form hydrogen bonds with the water molecules via the amide functional 

groups. The temperature induced transition of the amine terminated pNIPAM was determined 

by measuring the absorbance at 560 nm of 5 mg/mL solutions of different pH values with 

temperature variation between 27ºC and 40ºC on a microplate reader (BMG Labtech Omega) 

with a waiting time of 10 minutes between measurements to allow the samples to reach 

temperature equilibrium. For the coating step, 0.5 g of dried alginate particles were weighed 

and suspended in 20 mL solutions of different concentrations of amine terminated pNIPAM 

and then placed on a shaking platform at room temperature for 24 h. It is believed that amino 

groups from the amine terminated pNIPAM form polyelectrolyte complexes with carboxylic 

acid groups in the alginate network. The coated beads were retrieved by filtration and used 

for further analysis. The amounts of polymer adsorbed onto the calcium alginate surface were 
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determined by measuring the residual polymer concentrations in the solutions after the 

contact time. A calibration curve was generated by measuring the turbidity values of different 

polymer concentrations when solutions were kept at a constant temperature of 40ºC by using 

a portable turbidimeter (AF Scientific Inc. Micro TPW).  Based on the generated calibration 

curve the residual concentration of pNIPAM in the contact solution was measured and the 

amount sorbed on to the particles was calculated by mass balance. A Langmuir type of 

isotherm was then constructed. In order to confirm the presence of the temperature responsive 

polymer on the alginate beads, SEM coupled with Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) 

spectroscopy was performed and for visual confirmation, pictures were taken at room 

temperature (25ºC) and at 40ºC.  

 

The use of turbidity, calibrated against concentration of concentration of pNIPAM, to 

determine the mass of pNIPAM sorbed onto the alginate particle surface by mass balance is 

an unusual one. Superficially, it would be more obvious to use UV/VIS adsorption at a 

wavelength that is known to adsorb with the pNIPAM molecule, e.g. 270 nm. This was 

attempted, but this procedure was found to be severely influenced by the presence of sodium 

alginate which interfered with the analysis. Adsorption wavelengths between 190 and 600 nm 

were tested, but there was not any wavelength that was found to be free from interference 

from the sodium alginate present in solution. Hence, the UV/VIS tests were abandoned and 

the mass of pNIPAM sorbed was determined by turbidity under carefully controlled 

temperature conditions. 

 

3T3 cell tests 

Swiss albino 3T3 cell line (ATCC, USA) was employed for cell tests. The 3T3 mouse 

fibroblasts were cultured using a high glucose Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium 
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(DMEM, 4500 mg/L glucose, with L-glutamine and sodium bicarbonate, sterile-filtered, 

Sigma Aldrich, UK) supplemented with 10% foetal calf serum, heat inactivated (FCS, Sigma 

Aldrich, UK). Prior to use, the produced core-shell particles were first sterilised by UV 

exposure for 3 hours, followed by conditioning in complete growth medium for at least one 

hour at 37ºC and 5% CO2 atmosphere. The generated particles were seeded in Ultra Low 

Attachment 6-well plates in order to avoid cell attachment on unwanted surfaces, such as 

culture vessel, in 3 mL of complete growth medium. 3T3 fibroblastic cells were then seeded 

onto the prepared carriers at a density of 1 x105 cells/ well and incubated at 37ºC and in a 5% 

CO2 atmosphere. Complete medium exchange was performed every two days. All tests were 

performed in static conditions.  

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Alginate particle production 

The recipe employed in this work generated spherical shaped micron-sized calcium alginate 

gel particles as shown in Figure 2. It is well-known that an alginate particle consists of a large 

volume of water with a low solid content; typically a particle is over 90% water and may only 

contain 2% solids. Hence the shrinkage and deformation on drying, required for SEM 

analysis, is substantial. Tests with the 5 and 10 µm pore size membranes showed that 

membrane blockage occurred quickly, even at the lowest injection rate of 0.58 mL/min. 

There was no evidence of any blockage when using the 20 µm pore size membrane, with 

either pore spacing.  

 

In Figure 3 the effect of shear stress generated at the membrane surface on the resulting 

particle size is illustrated, together with data on the influence of increasing the flow rate of 
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the injected phase on the particle size and size distribution expressed as span values. It is 

known that the droplet size is influenced by the injection rate; an increase generates an 

increase in droplet size [21], and this influence is seen here in Figure 3a. Increasing the 

rotation speed increases the shear stress on the membrane surface and the droplet formation 

time shortens, therefore, the size of the produced droplets and thereby particle size decreases. 

For the system employed here (an array of 20 µm pores and 80 µm pore spacing), a shear 

stress of 6 Pa (equivalent of 402 rpm) generated alginate particles with sizes between 306 µm 

and 378 µm, while a shear stress of 42 Pa (equivalent to 1087 rpm) generated particles with 

sizes in the range of 55 µm and 145 µm.  The model presented in Figure 3a is based on the 

force balance using the maximum shear stress at the transitional radius. The model fit is good 

at low injection rate (0.58 mL/min), while for higher rates, the produced particles are bigger, 

but the presented model does not take into consideration the injected phase flow rate. Hence, 

it should be considered as a model for the minimum particle size produced at the lowest 

injection rate used.  

 

The size distribution of the generated calcium alginate particles expressed as span values 

varies between 0.2 and 1.4 as shown in Figure 3(b). In general, a distribution is considered to 

be monosized if it is smaller than unity [20], but the nearer the value of the span to zero, the 

more monosized the distribution is.  

 

For comparison, when using a 20 µm pore array with a larger inter-pore spacing (200 µm), 

the same pattern is followed, with only marginal differences in particle size and span values. 

The data is illustrated in Figure 4. These tests were used to determine if an additional force 

involved in droplet detachment known as ‘push-off’ force was occurring [23]. The ‘push-off’ 

force involving the ‘push-to-detach’ droplet formation mechanism [30] occurs when most or 
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all of the membrane’s pores become active and droplet formation at one pore is influenced by 

the presence of other droplets forming at adjacent pores: causing a lower droplet detachment 

time, and smaller diameter drops of higher uniformity. There is no significant evidence of this 

effect reported in this work. This was tested over a range of injection rates with similar 

results to that shown in Figure 4. The reproducibility of the results was assessed by 

performing triplicate experiments by injecting 10 cm3 of dispersed phase at a rate of 0.58 

mL/min through the 20 µm pores of the metal membrane confirming that the method 

described here is reproducible, as shown in Table 2. Some level of variation was recorded for 

lower peak shear stress values (6 Pa and 15 Pa), while for 27 Pa and 42 Pa the results were 

highly consistent.  

 

The effect of different concentrations of calcium carbonate on the resulting alginate particle 

size was studied using an array of 20 µm pores with 80 µm pore spacing at an injection flux 

of 0.58 mL/min and a shear stress of 27 Pa as shown in Figure 5. Up to a calcium carbonate 

concentration of 5% wt there was no evidence of membrane blockage, and a decrease in 

particle size with calcium carbonate concentration increase was observed, consistent with the 

formation of a stronger calcium crosslinking within the particles formed, but there were no 

noticeable advantage in using a higher concentration of calcium carbonate for the further tests. 

Hence, it was concluded that a 20 µm pore size membrane using a concentration of 0.5% wt 

calcium carbonate suspension was appropriate for the production of alginate particles for 

functionalization and cell growth. 

  

Alginate forms a good scaffold onto which some form of functionalization can be grafted. 

One advantage of alginate structures is that they have an appreciable natural internal pore 

structure, which provides a high surface area for interfacial phenomena to occur [31]. In the 
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case of cell culture a coupling agent that promotes cell attachment, and promote cell 

detachment under controllable conditions would be ideal. There has been some considerable 

interest in using thermoresponsive polymers to achieve this aim [32-34]. Hence, the ability to 

functionalise the alginate particles formed by membrane emulsification was tested by 

chemisorption of pNIPAM onto the alginate surface, and cell attachment, growth and 

detachment were also assessed using the 3T3 cells. 

  

 

pNIPAM coating of Alginate particles and 3T3 cell tests 

Figure 6(a) shows the calibration curve generated based on turbidity measurements of amine-

terminated pNIPAM solutions of different concentrations kept at a constant temperature of 

40ºC in a circulating water bath.  The linear fit of the experimental data is relatively good 

with an R2 value of 0.985. Based on this calibration curve, experimental data was collected 

and fitted to a Langmuir type of isotherm as presented in Figure 6(b) which shows the 

amount of temperature responsive polymer sorbed on to the surface of the calcium alginate 

beads with varying pNIPAM concentration in the aqueous phase. The sorption increases with 

concentration reaching saturation at approximately 4 mg pNIPAM sorbed per gram of 

alginate bead.   

 

Temperature induced transition of the amine-terminated pNIPAM in aqueous solution was 

confirmed at different pH values by measuring absorbance at 560 nm. The amine terminated 

polymer’s phase transition temperature is shifted towards a lower temperature value for pH 7, 

while at pH 5 the temperature response is delayed, as shown in Figure 7.  In acidic conditions, 

the amino groups of the amine-terminated pNIPAM are protonated and it is expected that 

intra-molecular electrostatic forces develop. As a result, the temperature induced collapse of 
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the modified polymer chains will occur at a higher temperature which explains the behaviour 

shown in Figure 7. In order to visually confirm the successful sorption of the temperature 

responsive polymer onto the alginate scaffold particles, photographs of the particles were 

taken at room temperature, followed by increasing the temperature to 40ºC as shown in 

Figure 8. A change in colour was observed when increasing the temperature, from transparent 

and near colourless particles to milky white ones, confirming the phase transition 

characteristic of the temperature responsive polymer suggesting its presence on the produced 

alginate particles. To further confirm the successful sorption of the polymer, elemental 

analysis was performed by SEM coupled with EDX and spectrums were collected from the 

beads after washing and drying. The elemental analysis is provided in Table 3. The EDX data 

provides the percentage composition of the elements: carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, calcium and 

sodium measured at the surface of the particle under investigation. In the case of the alginate 

beads, i.e. before contact with pNIPAM, there is no nitrogen present as alginate does not 

contain this element. However, in the case of the pNIPAM coated alginate beads the average 

weight per cent of nitrogen detected over many tests (at different positions on the surface) is 

14%, with a standard deviation of 2.3%. This nitrogen comes from the pNIPAM coating on 

the alginate beads, which have received repeated washing in water and acetone prior to the 

EDX tests and demonstrates, therefore, the firm attachment (probably by chemisorption) of 

the pNIPAM polymer onto the alginate bead surface. The significant level of washing can be 

demonstrated by reference to the sodium content in the two different beads: it is notable that 

the alginate particles still demonstrate the presence of sodium, which clearly hasn’t been 

washed out of the beads whereas the pNIPAM coated beads have no measurable sodium 

present – where the washing must have been more effective.  
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Finally, the pNIPAM coated beads are shown to be an effective support for the growth of 3T3 

fibroblastic cells (ATCC, USA) after sterilisation using UV light, followed by inoculation 

with the cells and culturing in growth medium supplemented with 10% wt serum. After five 

days in culture, cell attachment was visualised by phase contrast microscopy, Figure 9(a), and 

the viability of the cells was checked by staining with Live/Dead staining kit for mammalian 

cells (Invitrogen, UK) and visualised by fluorescent microscopy as shown in Figure 9(b), 

where the attachment of the cells on the surface of the beads is apparent. Live healthy cells 

are stained in green, while dead or damaged cells in red. In Regenerative Medicine one of the 

recurring challenges is in the ability to attach and grow cells on microcarriers, or beads, 

followed by the detachment of the cells without the use of enzymatic agents that may damage 

the cells [35]. In the case of the fibroblasts used here, the detachment was achieved by simply 

reducing the temperature below the phase transition value, and the cells readily detached 

from the surface, Figure 9(c). The cells can be seen as small circular entities or clumps of 

cells that are removed from the bead surface. No enzymatic agent was required for this cell 

detachment operation. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

Spherical monodisperse alginate particles with median sizes controllable within the range of 

55 to 650 µm and spans of as low as 0.2 were successfully produced by membrane 

emulsification using a stirred cell system. In that system a simple paddle stirrer provides the 

shear at the surface of the membrane to detach the drops which are then crosslinked to form 

particles. It was possible to successfully correlate the drop size formed using the system with 

a published model for membrane emulsification, relating drop size to shear stress at low 

dispersed phase injection rates. This correlation can be used to determine the operating 
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parameters required for scaled-up production of the alginate particles using membrane 

emulsification employing either pulsed liquid flow, or vibrating membranes. A key feature of 

the emulsification process used is the membrane pore structure; which is an array of highly 

uniform pores that pass straight through the membrane with no internal tortuosity. Hence, it is 

possible to pass suspended solids through the membrane minimising the risk of blockage of 

the membrane, as would be expected when using microfiltration style membranes for 

membrane emulsification. This facilitates the possibility of using the internal gelation method 

in membrane emulsification processes. Inevitably, there has to be a balance between pore size, 

concentration of solids in the injected phase and the injection rate; as a poor choice can lead 

to membrane blockage of even the sieve-type of membrane. Tests with membrane pore sizes 

of 5 and 10 µm were not successful at any injection rate whilst using a calcium carbonate 

(median size 2.3 µm) concentration suitable for internal gelation (0.5% wt or more). However, 

when using a 20 µm pore size membrane no blockage was not noticed at any of the operating 

conditions of injection rate or dispersed phase concentration. By controlling the stirred speed 

and the injection rate of the dispersed phase through the membrane pores, it was possible to 

achieve precise control over particle size and size distribution.  

The alginate beads generated by this form of membrane emulsification are in a size range of 

interest as scaffolds for various biopharmaceutical applications, including microcarriers for 

cell culture, where some form of functionalising or encapsulating medium can be grafted onto 

the surface of the alginate. The presence of carboxylic acid groups at the alginate surface can 

be used to provide chemisorption sites onto which cationic groups can be attached. This was 

demonstrated by the chemisorption of modified pNIPAM where the amine groups provide the 

link to the carboxylic acid groups to form a coating of pNIPAM around the alginate particle.  

The amounts of polymer adsorbed onto the calcium alginate beads were measured 

successfully and it was demonstrated to fit a Langmuir type of isotherm. The successful 
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coating of this thermoresponsive polymer, and the maintenance of its thermoresponsive 

properties was demonstrated by visual assessment of the particle surface at temperatures 

above and below the critical transition temperature, as well as EDX analysis of the coated 

particle surface.  

Finally, the beads were demonstrated to be an effective medium for cell growth (after bead 

sterilisation) and that it was possible to detach the cells that had attached and grown on the 

bead surface by simply lowering the temperature within the system to below the phase 

transition temperature (room temperature). This may lead to an effective technique for stem 

cell growth, and recovery, for Regenerative Medicine applications without the need for 

enzymatic agents to recover the cells. 
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Table 1 Particle size distribution of the calcium carbonate particles used to provide 

internal gelation of the alginate 

Cumulative amount 

Undersize 

(%) 

Particle 

Diameter 

(µm) 

0 0.17 

5 0.60 

10 0.88 

20 1.40 

30 1.72 

40 2.03 

60 2.69 

70 3.09 

80 3.56 

90 4.28 

95 4.90 

100 7.70 
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Table 2 Data from triplicate tests conducted at four shear stresses providing the 10% 

(D10); 50% (D50) and 90% (D90) drop size values produced and the relative 

standard deviation between the test values 

 

Shear stress 
 
 
 

(Pa) 

D10 D50 D90 
Value 

 
 

(µm) 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

(%) 

Value 
 
 

(µm) 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

(%) 

Value 
 
 

(µm) 

Relative 
Standard 
Deviation 

(%) 
6.0 128 5.4 191 5.4 259 5.6 

15.0 102 2.6 124 21 156 41 
27.0 97 2.2 108 1.5 121 1.9 
42.0 98.0 0.4 107 1.9 118 4.2 
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Table 3 Alginate particles and pNIPAM-coated particles analysed by SEM coupled 

with EDX spectra elemental analysis demonstrating a nitrogen peak present 

only in the latter material 

 

Element:          C        O       N     Ca     Na 

 

In alginate beads:           

Average weight% 40 33  0 25 2.0 

Standard deviation 5.4 7.0 0  12 0.5 

 

In pNIPAM-coated alginate beads:  

Average weight% 55 27 14 3.4 0 

Standard deviation 2.3 1.1 2.3 1.3 0 
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Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the Dispersion Cell containing a motor driven paddle-blade 

stirrer placed above the metal membrane: with 20 µm pores and pore spacing of 200 µm, the 

scale bar represents 100 µm 
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Figure 2 (a) Optical micrographs of uniformly spherical calcium alginate particles generated 

at an injection rate of 0.58 mL/min and a shear stress of 27 Pa (b) SEM photographs of dried 

calcium alginate particles 
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Figure 3 Effect of shear stress at the membrane surface on (a) 
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Figure 4 Comparison of alginate particles size and size distribution

generated at 0.58 mL/min with 20 µm p

and 200 µm 
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Figure 5 The effect of calcium carbonate concentration on alginate particle size, other 

conditions: 20 µm pore array with 80 µm pore spacing at an injection rate of 0.58 mL/min 

and a shear stress of 27 Pa applied at the membrane surface 
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Figure 6 a) Calibration curve based on turbidity mea
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Figure 7 Effect of pH on the temperature

a 5 mg/mL aqueous solution; the error bars represent the standard deviation obtaine

separate measurements 
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Figure 8 Photographs of pNIPAM-coated alginate particles below and above the phase 

transition temperature: at room temperature and 40 degrees Celsius respectively 
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c) 

 

Figure 9 a) Phase contrast microscopy for visualisation of the attached 3T3 cells on the 

pNIPAM/alginate particles at Day 5 in culture; b) Fluorescent staining to show viability of 

the cells after 5 days growth, live healthy cells are stained in green, while dead or damaged 

cells in red, and c) cells (small circular clumps) shown to detach after lowering temperature 

below the phase transition value. Scale bars represent 100 µm 




